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Let’s talk about value
We looked under the hood of three popular Value funds to see 
exactly what investors are exposed to… 

Summary:
Once the results of a US election are known,  
three investment styles - Value, Small Cap and  
High Volatility - usually outperform. As we emerge 
from the 2020 election, factors have acted as  
we expected and there has been a large rotation 
into Value around the world. 

So, what should Value investors be aware of next? 
Value investors should continue to expect return 
outperformance in the coming period for two main 
reasons: 1) the Biden Administration’s stimulus 
package is likely to be cross-sector and benefit 
Value stocks over Growth stocks and 2) the high 
efficacy of multiple COVID vaccines suggests a 
return to healthy economic activity. 

By:
Damian Handzy
Head of Research and Chief Commercial Officer
Style Analytics 

 z We looked at three Large Cap Value funds: Pzena
Global Value, Barrow Hanley Global Value Equity
and Acadian Global All Country Equity.

 z All funds provide high Value exposure, but different
exposures to Growth, Volatility and Momentum.

 z All funds have very different exposures to industries
and sectors.

 z This has a direct impact on fund performance.

Value investing is getting a lot of attention. Earlier this 
year, many thought the strategy was dead. But we 
expected the 2020 election to bring a large shift from 
Growth and Momentum stocks to Value stocks. That is 
exactly what happened. But what are Value investors 
actually getting? We looked at three Large Cap Value 
funds: Pzena Global Value, Barrow Hanley Global Value 
Equity and Acadian Global All Country Equity, to see 
what investors are exposed to. We found that the 
Large Cap Value funds have very different exposures 
to investment Styles, industries and even to different 
types of Value stocks.  

All-Star Manager Series
Uncovering what separates the star 
managers from the rest of the pack 
using our factor-based analytics.
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Sub-factors matter
The three funds were analyzed over the past two years compared to the 
MSCI World Index. We created a peer group of 230 Global Large Cap 
Value Funds using the Style Analytics Peer Insights™ tool. The yellow 
squares in Figure 1 show the Style Tilt™ for the Pzena fund across 16 
sub-factors within the seven investment Styles. The shaded areas 
show the quartile ranges for the funds in the peer group. The zero-line 
represents benchmark (MSCI World) exposure, showing that all the funds 
in the peer group’s light blue shaded area provide above-benchmark 
exposure to Value.

Figure 1: The Pzena fund (yellow squares) is compared to the peer group (shaded area). 

The Pzena fund delivers outlier exposure to Value regardless of 
which sub-factor is used. It also delivers very low Growth, Quality and 
Momentum exposure compared to its peers. Its exposure to Smaller Cap 
stocks is consistent with its higher-than average Volatility and it has a 
strong exposure to deep Value.

Figure 2 shows the Acadian fund (blue circles) compared to the same 
peer group of 230 Global Large Cap Value funds. Acadian has a more 
measured exposure to all Styles, with less concentrated Value exposure 
(in the second quartile of Value measures). It provides high exposure 
to Quality on two sub-factors: Return-on-Equity and Low Gearing (Low 
Leverage) and provides high exposure to both short- and long-term 
Momentum. While the Acadian fund does provide exposure to Value 
stocks, it is a balanced Value fund.
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Figure 2: The Acadian fund (blue circles) is compared to the same peer group, delivering less Value exposure and more 
Quality and Momentum exposure than the Pzena fund.

The Barrow Hanley fund, shown in Figure 3, also provides more 
diversified exposure than Pzena but with very different exposure to  
Acadian. Barrow Hanley’s fund delivers top-quartile exposure to Book-to-
Price (a Value metric) and Sales Growth (a Growth measure) with very low 
exposure to Quality and Momentum stocks. Like Pzena, it gives investors 
exposure to Small Cap stocks that have higher than average Volatility. 
Barrow Hanley’s fund gives investors Value exposure, but unlike Acadian, 
provides low exposure to Quality and Momentum.

Figure 3: Barrow Hanley’s fund (red triangles) shows a very different profile to Acadian’s: high Value exposure with low 
Quality and low Momentum.

The figures above show that the three funds we examined provide very 
different combinations of exposures to the seven investment Styles. 

Pzena Global Value
Barrow Hanley Global Value Equity

Acadian Global All Country Equity
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Sector Profile
The funds also provide dramatically different exposure to industries 
(see Figure 4). Pzena’s fund is overweight in the deeper Value sectors 
like Energy and Consumer Discretionary, while Acadian’s overweight 
in Information Tech and Health Care. This is consistent with its larger 
exposure to Growth and Momentum. Barrow Hanley is between these 
two extremes and is overweight in Industrials and Financials. While each 
fund provides exposure to Value stocks, they use very different means.

Figure 4: Industry or sector distribution for the Large Value peer group (shaded area) and for the three funds. The funds 
provide very different industry exposures. Source: Style Analytics Peer Insights Product.
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Summary
Pzena Global Value, Barrow Hanley Global Value Equity and Acadian 
Global All Country Equity are all Large Cap Value funds, but provide  
very different exposures to factors, sectors and Value stocks. 

Pzena gives the deepest Value exposure and Acadian the most  
diverse and benchmark-like. Funds like Barrow Hanley’s provide a 
middle road for investors.

Not all Value funds are created equal. Investors can gain a performance 
edge by looking at factor and sector bias. Taking a fund at face value 
might mean missing the real exposures lying under the surface.  

Value funds have long suffered while Growth stocks have outperformed. 
For two independent reasons – a new President in the White House and 
a promising COVID recovery in 2021 – we should expect Value stocks to 
continue their outperformance in the months ahead. 

Disclaimer
The material presented in this document is an assessment of the market environment as of the date indicated; is subject 
to change; and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future results. This information should 
not be relied upon by the reader as research or investment advice regarding any funds or any issuer or security or similar. 
This document contains general information only, does not consider an individual’s financial circumstances and should 
not be relied upon for an investment decision. Rather, an assessment should be made as to whether the information is 
appropriate in individual circumstances and consideration should always be given to consult a Financial Advisor before 
making an investment decision. Style Analytics does not provide investment advice and nothing in this document should 
be considered any form of advice. Style Analytics accepts no liability whatsoever for any information provided or inferred in 
this document.
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